Peripheral MR angiography with variable velocity encoding. Work in progress.
An electrocardiographically triggered two-dimensional phase-contrast (PC) magnetic resonance angiographic pulse sequence was developed in which velocity encoding (VENC) was varied throughout an acquisition in response to changes in blood velocity during the cardiac cycle. This was done to better capture signal in the peripheral vasculature, where pulsatile flow degrades images. After reconstruction, a matched filter addition technique was applied to the cardiac phase images to obtain a single high-quality static image. Images were obtained of six healthy volunteers--with and without varying VENC--and contrast-to-noise ratio (C/N) calculations were performed for the added images. Varying VENC significantly improved vascular signal from small and large vessels (P less than .02), but it was most helpful for small vessels, for which the C/N increased by as much as 260% (average increase, 149%). These preliminary findings suggest that variable VENC can enhance the signal from the small and large peripheral blood vessels in cardiac-gated PC acquisitions.